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Energy efficiency or sometimes called efficient energy usage is defined as 

acquiring similar or better degree of service with less energy ingestion. The 

energy efficiency is besides defined as a decrease in the energy used for a 

given energy service such as usage less warming and chilling energy in 

insulating place, illuming or other degree of activity. This decrease in the 

energy ingestion is non needfully associated to proficient alterations, since it 

can besides ensue from a better organisation and direction or improved 

economic efficiency in the sector which is overall additions in 

productiveness. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
The energy efficiency is really importance because there are utile in multiple 

ways. Actually, the importance of energy efficiency is to guarantee proviso of

same degree of energy utilizing fewer sums of fossils fuels. First, the energy 

efficiency is needed to cut down the electricity rate in the universe and helps

us in salvaging the money hence at that place will do less of emanations. 

The energy efficiency is besides the best and quickest manner to cut down 

Green House Gas emanations such as C dioxide ( CO2 ) , Sulfur dioxide ( SO2

) and Nitrogen dioxide ( NO2 ) that lending to planetary heating and acid rain

which is from utilizing fossil fuels. Harmonizing to the International Energy 

Agency, improved energy efficiency in edifices, industrial procedures and 

transit could cut down the universe ‘ s energy in 2050 by one tierce, and 

assist command the planetary emanations. 

In add-on, electricity coevals in most instances involves the combustion of 

fossil fuels in power workss. Therefore, the energy efficiency is indirectly 
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helps us to conserve the environment in the universe. As we known, the 

dodo fuels are consuming resources and escalated in monetary value as they

are exhausted. Therefore, the energy efficiency is needed to minimise the 

usage of fossil fuels so that prevent the happening of inauspicious climatic 

alteration ensuing from it. 

Energy efficiency besides can be applied in energy production and use in 

many countries such as power workss, and in industrial, conveyance, 

commercial and residential sectors. The constructs of energy efficiency and 

renewable energy are considered to be the “ duplicate pillars ” of sustainable

energy policies. So that, there is needed to be coincident application of 

schemes sing renewable energy and efficient usage of energy such as by 

utilizing the solar energy. Solar energy is a renewable energy that has been 

used for warming, drying, and illuming. Nowadays, the solar energy is 

available to change over to the electricity and that is peculiarly will cut down

dependence on high sulfur dodo fuel particularly coal and oil. 

— tolong namekan gas yang Alaska highlight merah 
tuaˆ¦xtau name nye laaˆ¦. 

heeaˆ¦ . 

— rienaˆ¦ko tambah application kaˆ¦nti definition and 
importance ni acap yang nak editaˆ¦ok? ? 

— slide nti kite bincang semula kaˆ¦. bile dash siap 
repotaˆ¦baru kite wat slideaˆ¦kaˆ¦.. 
One of the applications that used Energy Efficiency is Motor. High Efficiency 

Motor ( HEM ) are rather “ new ” to the industry in Malaysia. 
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Many are still non familiar on how efficient motors can profit them. 

Manufacturer should recognize the advantage of the energy efficient motors 

for the intent of energy economy. The use of energy efficient motor can cut 

down fiscal cost of industrial sector such as the cost of motor care and cost 

of purchasing new motor because it has long life span. 

Therefore, energy efficient motors can salvage a significant sum of money in 

the long tally. Using energy efficient motor that have somewhat higher 

efficiency than standard motor can besides cut down electricity measure. 

Efficient usage of electricity could cut down the figure of power works which 

has to be built to run into electricity demand. The design of High-efficiency 

motors have a several betterment in the motor such as: Have a larger-

diameter wire – Increasing the volume of Cu by 34 to 40 % This alteration cut

down current passing through the sum of active steel in each steel 

lamination. 

Higher-grade bearing – Reduces clash loss. Smaller – more efficient design 

cut down windage losingss in fan-cooled motors. Tighter tolerance and more 

rigorous, fabricating procedure control – cut down losingss from unplanned 

carry oning waies and isolated burden phenomena. Another application that 

utilizing Energy Efficiency is constructing design. Buildings are important 

users of energy and edifice energy efficiency is a high precedence in many 

states. Not much publish informations is yet available energy public 

presentation or existent energy ingestion of edifice. 
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Buildings as they are designed and used today, contribute to serious 

environmental jobs because of inordinate ingestion of energy and other 

natural resources. However, by upgrading the places with better edifice 

scientific discipline, we can salvage money even after sing the cost of the 

upgrading in few times. For energy efficiency constructing design, there are 

two of import things that need to be taken ; Constructing Envelope – 

Component of the edifice envelope is wall ( interior ) , windows, roof and 

belowground slab and foundation. There are 3 factors that finding the heat 

flow across the edifice envelope which is the derived function between 

temperature outside and inside house, country of the edifice exposed and 

heat transmittal value of the open country. Building system – Component of 

warming, airing and air-conditioning ( HVAC ) system which are installed to 

supply for occupant comfort, wellness and safety. Lighting system besides 

one of the cardinal energy user and extra chilling energy will be required to 

take the heat generated leading lights. 

Other constructing service system devouring energy includes electrical 

installings, lifts and escalators, H2O supply systems and town gas supply 

system. From the application above, it shows energy efficiency are of import 

agencies toward the development of sustainable energy and cut downing the

impacts of the energy sector on the environment besides it can cut down 

fiscal cost and energy cost. 
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